
MINUTES 

MONTANA SENATE 
54th LEGISLATURE - REGULAR SESSION 

COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES 

Call to Order: By CHAIRMAN LORENTS GROSFIELD, on February 15, 
1995, at 1:00 p.m .. 

ROLL CALL 

Members Present: 
Sen. Lorents Grosfield, Chairman (R) 
Sen. Larry J. Tveit, Vice Chairman (R) 
Sen. Mack Cole (R) 
Sen. William S. Crismore (R) 
Sen. Mike Foster (R) 
Sen. Thomas F. Keating (R) 
Sen. Ken Miller (R) 
Sen. Vivian M. Brooke (D) 
Sen. B.F. "Chris" Christiaens (D) 
Sen. Jeff Weldon (D) 
Sen. Bill Wilson (D) 

Members Excused: None 

Members Absent: None 

Staff Present: Todd Everts, Environmental Quality Council 
Theda Rossberg, Committee Secretary 

Please Note: These are summary minutes. Testimony and 
discussion are paraphrased and condensed. 

Committee Business Summary: 
Hearing: SB 344, SB.347, SB 349, SB 386, SB 391, 

SJR 15 
Executive Action: SB 225, SB 234, LC 1463 (Committee Bill) 

EXECUTIVE ACTION ON SB 225 

Motion/Vote: SEN. MACK COLE MOVED TO TAKE SB 225 OFF OF THE TABLE 
FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS. MOTION CARRIED WITH 
SEN. JEFF WELDON VOTING NO. 

Discussion: CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD explained the amendments to the 
committee members. 
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SEN. VIVIAN BROOKE asked if 4% was the average statewide. She 
stressed for the sake of discussion purposes Daniels County 
should be reviewed. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD stated the bill started off selling all the 
state land in three counties and the big concern is for Daniels 
County. 

SEN. KEATING said the purpose of this proposed legislation is to 
try to get more fee land in Daniels, Valley and Phillips 
Counties. He suggested the committee consider the amount of 
federal acreage which is in those counties. He affirmed 4% will 
allow them to attempt the sale of some of those lands allowing a 
trial basis to see whether there is a market for state lands. 
SEN. KEATING commented fee land would which help the economy of 
these grass counties more than state land. 

SEN. COLE questioned if there was a way to set the figure at 6% 
rather than 4%. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD responded that using the 6% figure the total 
would be 221,000 acres. 

SEN. CRISMORE said Phillips County will have 5.7%, Valley County 
6.7% and Daniels County 23.9%. 

SEN. COLE stated at 5% every county would get something. 

Motion: SEN. MILLER MOVED TO ADOPT THE AMENDMENTS NO. 
sb022507.ate AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 2. 

Substitute Motion/Vote: SEN. COLE MOVED A SUBSTITUTE MOTION TO 
AMEND THE AMENDMENT BY STRIKING 4% AND INSERTING 5%. MOTION 
CARRIED 6 - 5. EXHIBIT 1. 

Vote: ON THE ORIGINAL MOTION OF SEN. MILLER AS AMENDED BY SEN. 
COLE'S SUBSTITUTE MOTION, WITH SEN. WELDON VOTING "NO", AND ONLY 
5 VOTING "YES", CHAIR. GROSFIELD said they were going to have to 
leave that open, until they get another member or two, to vote. 

Motion: SEN. KEATING MOVED TO AMEND SB 225 BY INSERTING LANGUAGE 
ON PAGE 1, LINE 18 THAT SAYS, "except that 1% of those interests 
must be transferred ... " to read: "except that a 1% royalty 
interest must be transferred ... " 

He said just the word "royalty" was sufficient to determine that 
the 1% is from the sale of the proceeds of the production, and 
does not establish mineral ownership. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD asked if his motion was to strike, "of those 
interests", and insert the words "royalty interest". SEN. 
KEATING said that was right. 
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Discussion: CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD questioned SEN. KEATING in regard 
to mineral interest rather than royalty interest. SEN. KEATING 
responded if it were a fee title, different language would be 
used. He commented the state is required to reserve the minerals 
and the state has the right to lease 100% of the property. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD stated that it was state land and there were 
special safeguards which will take care of the situation. 

Vote: SEN. KEATING'S MOTION CARRIED 8 - O. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD explained he was holding open the vote on SEN. 
MILLER'S MOTION waiting for additional members which were now 
present. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED 6 - 2. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD explained final executive action on this bill 
will take place after the scheduled hearings today. 

HEARING ON SENATE JOINT RESOLUTION 15 

Opening Statement by Sponsor: 

SEN. JOHN HARP stated SJR 15 asks the Environmental Protection 
Agency to consider regulations for primacy for certain 
environmental programs that affect the management of hazardous 
waste produced in Montana. He explained that the Columbia Falls 
Aluminum Plant, one of the largest employers in Columbia Falls, 
ran into a dilemma as far as taking care of their hazardous waste 
and their potliners. SEN. HARP commented that the State of 
Montana has to reach a conclusion on hazardous waste. He 
acknowledged that currently hazardous waste is being disposed of 
in Oregon. He explained a national ban on hazardous waste being 
disposed of in landfills will start in 1996. He stated that this 
resolution encourages our Congressional Delegation to become more 
active in this endeavor by working with the President of the 
United States, EPA Administrator Browner, and former Senator 
Yellowtail, who is now Administrator of EPA Region 8. SEN. HARP 
declared that there needs to be positive movement in this area in 
order for Montana to move ahead. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

Allen Barkley, Columbia Falls Aluminum Company presented written 
testimony. EXHIBIT 3. 

Tom Daubert, representing Ash Grove Cement Company, spoke in 
support of this resolution. He professed this bill will simplify 
the permitting process. 

Opponents' Testimony: Ann Hedges, Montana Environmental 
Informational Center, spoke in opposition to this legislation 
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because it isn't necessary at all. She encouraged the committee 
to table SJR 15. 

Paul Johnson, Montanans for a Healthy Future, commented he rises 
in opposition to SJR 15 because it was just introduced this 
morning and he wasn't able to study the contents. He stated 
there appear to be errors in the resolution where it states that 
a state can enforce environmental standards that protect public 
health just as well as a federal agency can. He explained this 
issue has become a very close call in recent years in Montana due 
to dwindling resources for the State Department of Health, and an 
increasing case load for that same department. 
Mr. Johnson encouraged the committee to amend the Resolution by 
providing a subsection that emphasizes the need for the federal 
agency, in making a primacy determination, to keep public health 
and the protection of public health as provided by law as being 
the primary standard, and the primary condition for creating 
state primacy. 

Sarah Barnhard, Montanans Against Toxic Burning, stated SJR 15 is 
inaccurate and encouraged a do not pass vote. 

Questions From Committee Members and Responses: 

SEN. WELDON asked SEN. HARP if it is true that this Resolution 
was introduced this morning and noticed only two hours ago. 
SEN. HARP responded it was not true. SEN. WELDON asked SEN. HARP 
when the Resolution was introduced. SEN. HARP responded two days 
ago. CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD stated the hearing was scheduled shortly 
before yesterday's meeting. 

SEN. BROOKE questioned SEN. HARP in regard to the transport of 
hazardous waste to the State of Oregon asking him what their 
policy is currently. SEN. HARP stated the national ban will be 
in effect in 1996. He commented the next option will be to move 
the hazardous waste to Arkansas. 

CHAIR. GROSFIELD asked Roger Thorvilson to address SEN. BROOKE'S 
question in regard to when the national ban date will go into 
effect. Roger Thorvilson, Acting Administrator of the Waste 
Management Division, State Health Department, commented the 
effective date of the national ban is January 1, 1996. 

CHAIR. GROSFIELD asked Mr. Thorvilson if hazardous waste or 
primacy is being addressed in this Resolution. Mr. Thorvilson 
said he couldn't speak to the issues of updating, or seeking 
primacy outside of the Waste Management Division. He 
acknowledged the drafter of the Resolution spoke with 
representatives from his Department in order to have correct 
provisions within the Resolution. He explained the way Congress 
and the EPA have designed the primacy arrangement there needs to 
be an updating of primacy arrangements, when changes are made in 
the federal program. 
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SEN. HARP stated there is absolutely nothing in this Resolution 
that changes any of our state standards, or any of our health 
requirements, or any of our environmental laws. He said all this 
Resolution does is ask the EPA to take notice, to recognize the 
delays in the area of granting primacy, and for a response from 
the Congressional Delegation and former Sen. Yellowtail. 

HEARING ON SB 347 

Opening Statement by Sponsor: 

SEN. BILL CRISMORE, SD 41, LIBBY, said SB 347 deals with 
easem~nts across state land and access onto private land. He 
acknowledged Western Montana has had many problems with this 
issue. He stated recent petitions for access across forest land 
have met with opposition from environmental groups, who suggest 
that the state is obligated not only to analyze the impact on 
state lands associated with the easement, but also to analyze the 
impact on adjacent property. SEN. CRISMORE remarked the state 
doesn't want to end up in court cases so they haven't been 
granting easements in a timely manner. He commented this bill 
alleviates the problem. He reported the State Lands Department 
will present amendments. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

Ronald Buentemeier, Land Manager, F.H. Stoltze Land & Lumber 
Company, Columbia Falls, gave a brief history of the Stoltze 
Sawmill and land holdings. He urged support for this 
legislation. EXHIBIT 4. 

(Tape: 1; Side: B) 

Nancy Kostman and Charlene O'Neal, Managing Partners for Montana 
Forest Products Limited Partnership, commented they anticipate SB 
347 will take away some of the complications of trying to manage 
forest lands, as well as giving the state access to manage their 
forest lands which is an important, common sense and neighborly 
thing to do. 

Paul Davis, Superintendent of Timberlands from Plum Creek Timber 
Company in Missoula, Montana stated streamlining access serves to 
increase the efficiency for all parties and provides an incentive 
to good long term forest management. He urged support for this 
legislation. 

Bud Clinch, Commissioner, Department of State Lands, affirmed 
support for this bill with the amendments. 
He stated SB 347 will clarify some things that the department has 
had trouble with internally in the past and will enhance 
the policy and procedure in regard to easements. 
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Debby Smith, Attorney, the Sierra Club, remarked this bill has 
been referred to as a common sense and good neighbor bill. She 
stated in opposing this bill she hoped it wouldn't make her a bad 
neighbor. She insisted this is another attempt to do a runaround 
of the MEPA process. Ms. Smith urged a do not pass vote on SB 
347. 

Steve Kelly, Friends of the Wild Swan, maintained this is a form 
of blackmail, opening up a Pandora's Box. He urged the committee 
to deny this request. 

Questions From Committee Members and Responses: 

SEN. FOSTER asked Commissioner Clinch if he was correct in 
assuming this just applies to state lands governed by the 
Department of State Lands, as opposed to Fish, Wildlife and Parks 
governed land. Commissioner Clinch stated he is correct and it 
is further delineated to refer only to the forested trust lands. 
He explained there are 5.2 million acres of state land of which 
600,000 are forested lands, primarily west of the Continental 
Divide. 

SEN. CHRISTlAENS asked Commissioner Clinch if he was referring to 
the last Land Board Act decision in his testimony. Commissioner 
Clinch said the bill refers to whether an entity is required to 
do MEPA analysis on the activities that occur on the adjacent 
lands as a result of their easement. He commented that this is 
referring to activities other than forestry activities. He 
explained MEPA requires analysis of the impacts of any easement 
or access across state land as it pertains to the impact on state 
land, as well as to endangered species and all the other 
regulatory laws that are in effect. 

SEN. CHRISTlAENS questioned if the purpose of this bill was to 
acknowledge that the Department of State Lands has either been 
slow in doing this kind of thing or is hampered from doing it at 
all because of the location of land. Commissioner Clinch 
responded the department has been slow because they are 
addressing other issues which are of higher priority, as well as 
there has been some lack of understanding relative to the issues 
he discussed. He stated relative to the degree of analysis that 
is necessary regarding this idea of reciprocal access, along with 
the increasing need to gain permanent access to state lands, the 
department is going to shift priorities in how it views various 
easement applications. 

SEN. BROOKE asked Commissioner Clinch to respond to concerns in 
regard to SEN. MESAROS' bill which involves private property 
rights. Commissioner Clinch said SEN. MESAROS' bill mandates 
that the department must examine impacts relative to regulating 
private property rights. 
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SEN. ,BROOKE questioned Commissioner Clinch in regard to the 
proposed amendments expanding the Department of State Lands 
activities. SEN. BROOKE asked if it was intentional that the 
word "reciprocal" on Line 11 wasn't deleted. Commissioner Clinch 
said the amendments were merely an attempt to clarify what the 
intent of the bill is in order to operate in concert with the way 
the department currently does business. He explained the 
department currently negotiates access agreements. 

CHAIR. GROSFIELD commented one of the opponents talked about 
corporate extortion. He stated he was familiar with another kind 
of extortion, and that is government extortion, where the United 
States Forest Service can tie permits to the granting of 
reciprocal access. He gave the example of a land owner who might 
want a road permit, or might want a grazing permit, or a special 
use permit on Forest Service lands, and the Forest Service might 
issue it but only if it involves some kind of reciprocal access 
across the owner's private land. CHAIR. GROSFIELD said Line 11, 
refers to the department negotiating reciprocal accesses. He 
asked Commissioner Clinch if the department in the future may end 
up with this sort of extorting access in exchange for permits, 
much as the Forest Service does. Commissioner Clinch said it 
certainly wasn't the intent of the drafters, nor the 
interpretation of the department this would be used in any sort 
of extortion. He commented it is the department's intention to 
use this as another management tool to facilitate prudent 
management of state land, and a way of streamlining the process 
of service of government to the various constituencies that 
approach the department for right-of-way applications. 

CHAIR. GROSFIELD asked Commissioner Clinch if Line 13 alleviates 
any departmental responsibilities with regard to MEPA compliance 
on state lands or just lands that are not state lands. 
Commissioner Clinch responded nothing in this language changes 
the department's existing compliance with MEPA, nor into the 
future. He stated the department will continue to fulfill the 
requirements of MEPA relative to the impacts of state land. He 
explained currently it has been the, policy not to apply MEPA to 
the impacts off of state land and this merely codifies the 
current policy. 

Closing by Sponsor: 

SEN. WILLIAM CRISMORE stated this is a good bill for people that 
are doing business in Eastern Montana, as well as in Western 
Montana. He attested big companies, medium sized companies, and 
individuals have property rights. He said state land is 
important to the State of Montana, it is land that is needed to 
produce and take care of money for the school trust. He urged 
passage of this legislation. 

HEARING ON SB 349 
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SEN. MIKE FOSTER, SD 20, Townsend, declared SB 349 was his "Plan 
C" for addressing hazardous waste burning, Plans A and B having 
already been rejected by the Committee. He presented amendments 
no. sb034901.ate as contained in EXHIBIT 5. SEN. FOSTER stated 
assuming the amendments would be adopted, Section 1 would remain 
in the bill, except for the last part of Section 1. He explained 
Section 1 requires the owner or operator of a commercial 
hazardous waste incinerator, or an applicant for a permit for 
such a facility to submit a plan that requires the cessation of 
the burning of hazardous waste if site specific monitoring 
determines there are inversion weather conditions. He explained 
this requirement is similar to wood stove burning. SEN. FOSTER 
acknowledged there are rules that address this issue on file at 
the Department of Health informing the applicant or operator to 
submit to the department the proximity of waste burners to 
populated areas. He further explained there will be a 
telemetering device that would provide immediate notification if 
emissions are approaching the limits of what is acceptable or 
they have exceeded the limits. SEN. FOSTER explained Section 3, 
requires the lowest achievable emission rate. He stated the 
department will explain allowable daily intakes. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

Paul Johnson, Montanans For A Healthy Future, commented he 
supported SB 349 before the amendments and supports it as 
amended. He stated he offers firm support for the provision in 
Section 1 of the bill that provides a process for determining 
that when an inversion situation occurs there is a cessation of 
burning hazardous waste in the interest of public health. He 
stated many of the association's members are located in the 
Montana City area where the Ash Grove Cement kiln is proposing to 
burn 30 million pounds per year of hazardous and toxic waste. 
He explained the kiln has a very short stack that's about 100 
feet tall, and it is located in a fairly narrow mountain valley 
which experiences inversions frequently in the winter months. 
Mr. Johnson explained that by Ash Grove's own admission, not all 
of the emissions from their stack are captured by their only 
pollution control device, which is the electro-static 
precipitator. He remarked SB 349 provides some additional 
necessary guidance for determining when an inversion occurs. He 
urged support for this legislation. 

Ann Hedges, Montana Environmental Information Center, concurred 
with Mr. Johnson's testimony. She suggested changing the 
language on Page 1, Line 11, to "lowest achievable emission 
rates." 

Bill Allen, Montana Audubon Legislative Fund, concurred with the 
previous testimony in support of this bill. 
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J. V. Bennett, Montana Public Interest Research Group, spoke·in 
support of SEN. FOSTER'S Plan "C". 

Willa Hall, League of Women Voters, stated there are many 
concerns about hazardous wastes and this bill doesn't totally 
address them, however, she urged support for SB 349. 

Ted Lange, Northern Plains Resource Council, spoke in support of 
this bill principally on the basis of the concerns of NPRC 
members in Baker, Montana. He stated they support this 
legislation because it provides strong protection. 

Sarah Barnard, Montanans Against Toxic Burning, went on record in 
support of this legislation. 

Opponents' Testimony: 

Tom Daubert, Ash Grove Cement Company, commented he proposed 
opposing this bill vigorously, however, that was before the 
amendments. He stated this legislation was born of the same 
impulse, motivation, and misunderstanding of the technology that 
Ash Grove proposes to use, that is, the regulatory probing 
process and regulatory compliance and enforcement process 
involved. He said the bill originally proposed to regulate 
cement kiln dust as hazardous waste. 

{Tape: 2; Side: A} 

He reported Ash Grove has no objection to the principal of 
telemetering. He questioned if both the applicant and the 
department need to do telemetering. Mr. Daubert said his 
opposition would be intense without the amendments. 

Allen Barkley, Columbia Falls Aluminum Company, spoke in 
opposition to the original bill because the economics of the 
situation would probably not allow the cement potliners to be 
burned in the cement kiln, simply because of the cost of 
acquiring a permit. He stated with the amendments there is 
no reason to oppose this bill. Mr~· Barkley strongly urged the 
committee to accept the amendments. 

Questions From Committee Members: 

SEN. WELDON asked Mr. Knatterud what the current restrictions and 
rules are as they apply to hazardous waste burning. Richard 
Knatterud, Hazardous Waste Program, Waste Management Division, 
Department of Health, responded that the owner or operator has to 
submit a plan to the department. He stated SB 349 goes a step 
beyond in its requirements. SEN. WELDON asked Mr. Knatterud how 
telemetering works. Mr. Knatterud commented he doesn't have any 
personal experience with telemetering, however, Denver EPA has 
informed him that telemetering allows people within the EPA to 
see what the plant operator sees. He explained they would see 
carbon monoxide levels, and hydracarbon levels. 
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SEN. FOSTER asked Ms. Sensibaugh to respond also. Jan 
Sensibaugh, Air Qual:!. ty Division of the Department of Health, 
stated the bill doesn't just cover telemetering. She said it 
also involves instant notification on a 24 hour basis when the 
emmissions approach or exceed the permitted limits. She 
explained they currently operate an emergency response system for 
chemical spills with the Disaster and Emergency Services 
Division, Department of Military Affairs (DES). Ms. Sensibaugh 
affirmed a that 24 hour notification system has not yet been 
devised; however, it could be tied into DES. 

SEN. CHRISTIAENS asked if there was a fiscal note for tying into 
the department. SEN. FOSTER said the telemetering would be paid 
for by the company. 

Closing by Sponsor: 

SEN. FOSTER commented he doesn't have a plan "D". He stated this 
is the only plan he has. He remarked if this wasn't put in 
statute the monitoring would take place at the Helena Airport. 
He said it is important to have specific language in the statute 
as to where the site will be located. 

HEARING ON SB 344 

Opening Statement by Sponsor: 

SEN. LARRY TVEIT, SD SO, Fairview, stated SB 344 is an energy 
conservation bill to promote conservation of fossil fuels and 
promote energy recovery of wastes that have fuel value. He 
acknowledged the statement of intent pretty well sums up the 
bill. He announced in order to promote increased conservation of 
non-renewable natural resources, the Legislature encourages any 
regulated hazardous waste treated in Montana to be put to 
beneficial use. SEN. TVEIT stated it is not the legislative 
intent to add to the regulatory bur.den that generators of 
regulated wastes already have. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

Tom Daubert, Ash Grove Cement Company, spoke in support of this 
legislation. He stated it is intended to create an incentive for 
energy recovery, when and if the day ever comes, that Montana has 
disposal treatment facilities in the state for hazardous waste. 
He explained in 1993, the Legislature adopted a tax on waste 
coming into Montana treatment or disposal facilities. He stated 
SB 344 will keep the tax where it is and is intended to create 
the quantity of revenue that the Health Department said it would 
need to effectively monitor any facility, that it might be 
pertinent to in the future. 
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Sarah Barnhard, Montanans Against Toxic Burning, rose in 
opposition to this bill. She commented on the Statement of 
Intent explaining it proposes waste minimizing and waste 
treatment and disposal methods that don't decrease the fuel value 
of certain regulated wastes. She stressed burning hazardous 
waste for fuel recovery is not waste minimizing. Ms. Barnard 
referred to the EQC report on this issue and stated the goal is 
to reduce pollution at the source. She stated that there is 
nothing in this bill that encourages waste minimizing. She 
commented SB 344 doubles the fees on waste per ton received at 
most management facilities, but allows a lower rate for cement 
kilns. She further explained there is no benefit to the state in 
this bill and urged the committee to consider this bill as 
favoritism. Ms. Barnard respectfully requested that the 
committee not pass this bill. 

Bill Allen, Montana Audubon Legislative Fund, stated conservation 
of non-renewable energy sources is a worthy goal; however this 
bill maintains that the burning of hazardous waste is an 
acceptable manner by which to conserve fossil fuels. He stated 
from a health and environmental quality stand point, the burning 
of hazardous waste can never be viewed as an acceptable 
alternative to anything, even if it is masked to support an 
energy recovery. He stressed this bill attempts to alleviate one 
problem by creating an even worse problem in its place. 

Ann Hedges, Montana Environmental Information Center, spoke in 
opposition to the bill. She presented a memo from Elliott Laws, 
Assistant Administrator of EPA, for Solid Waste. EXHIBIT 6. 
She attested that the Ash Grove Company is not participating in 
waste minimizing. She urged a do not pass on this bill. 

(Meeting recessed at 3:00 PM and reconvened at 7:30 PM) 

Continuation of Opponents' Testimony on SB 344 

Melissa Case, Montanans' for a Healthy Future, stated the 
purported intent of this bill is to encourage substitution of 
hazardous waste for nonrenewable resources. She explained many 
hazardous wastes have no fuel value at all because the BTU level 
is so low, or absent. She reported this bill in its present form 
encourages the burning of hazardous wastes in cement kilns that 
have little or no fuel value, simply to get rid of the stuff 
expeditiously without regard to adverse public health 
consequences. Ms. Case encouraged a do not pass vote on this 
bill. 

Ted Lange, Northern Plains Resource Council, commented burning 
hazardous waste is not a safe way to dispose of waste. He urged 
committee opposition to this bill. 
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J. V. Bennett, Montana Public Interest Research Group, concurred 
with the other opponents of SB 344. He stated he is concerned 
with exactly what is meant by substitute fuel, because many 
hazardous wastes don't have fuel value. He presented written 
testimony. EXHIBIT 7. 

Questions From Committee Members: 

SEN. GROSFIELD asked Mr. Daubert if toxic wastes, or heavy metals 
are distributed into the environment. Mr. Daubert said 
principally it is not true regarding a cement kiln. He stated 
the rock that's ground up to make cement, as well as traditional 
fossil fuels, already contain metals and minerals. He explained 
the metals are bound up much as they are in nature, and they 
don't. escape readily into the environment. They end up in the 
cement and in the cement kiln dust. 

Closing by Sponsor: 

SEN. TVEIT said creating a higher cost for disposing of waste 
without energy recovery also creates an incentive for waste 
minimizing. He reported there is no subsistence here just a 
plain incentive, no fee break for anybody, just a higher cost for 
obtaining the waste. He affirmed an amendment will be prepared 
for the bill on Line 20 - 21 in regard to proposing a fee of 
$8.00 to $10.00 on hazardous waste received at the facility 
payable to the Health Department. He urged passage of this 
legislation. 

HEARING ON SB 386 

Opening Statement by Sponsor: 

SENATOR GERRY DEVLIN, SD 2, Terry, explained SB 386 is a 
continuation from a bill he had two years ago which had a sunset 
on it. He stated the EPA never demanded that states have to do 
anything with the noncommercial 1,100 gallon tanks. He explained 
by the time the bill was signed people only had about 7 months to 
get the tanks out of the ground. SEN. DEVLIN reported this bill 
exempts noncommercial tanks. He explained amendments have been 
prepared by Mr. Everts. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

John Bloomquist, Montana Stockgrowers' Association, stated the 
bill does have merit enough to support it and urged committee 
support. 

Roger Thorvilson, Acting Administration waste Management 
Division, Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, 
presented written testimony. EXHIBIT 8. 

Larry Brown, Agricultural Preservation Association, concurred 
with the testimony presented by Mr. Bloomquist. 
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Janet Ellis, Montana Audubon Legislative Fund, commented that 
small underground tanks are as suspectable to leaks as large 
ones. She stated it is her understanding from the department 
that up to 25% of the underground tank leaks detected in Montana 
have been from the small or non-federally regulated tanks. She 
stressed ground waters in Montana need protection and the current 
regulation should stay in effect. 

Anne Hedges, Montana Environmental Information Center, spoke in 
opposition to this bill and stated with 2,500 estimated tanks of 
this size in the state (which is a low estimate) it would not be 
a very wise decision to stop regulating and only monitor once a 
year. She stated the system currently in place is not very 
burdensome and she urged the committee to oppose this bill. 

Questions & Responses From Committee Members: 

SEN. CHRISTIAENS asked Mr. Thorvilson if the reason he is 
supporting this bill is because his department can't handle the 
workload. Mr. Thorvilson said there is a very large population 
of tanks in this state and the departments staff is small. He 
reported his staff isn't able to fully inspect and assure 
compliance with all tanks. He explained if there is legislation 
that deals with smaller tanks the preference is to have 
legislation deregulating the tanks. Mr. Thorvilson commented 
this allows the department to free up resources and deal with the 
larger tanks, those that have a higher threat to health and 
environments. 

SEN. CHRISTIAENS asked Mr. Thorvilson if the department is trying 
to get out of conducting inspections. Mr. Thorvilson said the 
department itself wouldn't have presented a bill like this. He 
stated the department's preference is to continue with the 
program as it exists. 

SEN. BROOKE asked SEN. DEVLIN if his goal is to eliminate 
installing underground tanks. SEN. DEVLIN said his goal is to 
get the tanks out of the ground before they start leaking. 

SEN. BROOKE asked SEN. DEVLIN why he doesn't make it illegal. 
SEN. DEVLIN said that could be done, however, that wouldn't cover 
the ones that are in the ground now. 

Closing by Sponsor: 

SEN. DEVLIN stated it is only my desire to get the tanks that are 
in the ground, out of the ground, and to discourage somebody from 
ever putting one in the ground again. 
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{Comments: CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD relinquished the Chair to VICE CHA:J:RMAN LARRY 
TVEIT in order to present SB 391.} 

HEARING ON SB 391 

Opening by Sponsor: 

SEN. LORENTS GROSFIELD, SD 13, Big Timber, stated that SB 391 
deals with in-stream flow for fisheries. He said it's not a 
major bill, however, it's significant. He highlighted the 
mechanics of the bill section by section. He emphasized Section 
1, requires the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks to 
identify stream reaches critical to the fishery and requires the 
department to calculate specific minimum amounts of water needed 
by various species. SEN. GROSFIELD suggested a period be 
inserted after "fisheries" on Page 13, and striking the rest of 
the language. 

Proponents' Testimony: 

Bob Lane, Chief Legal Counsel, Department of Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks, acknowledged support for this bill. He commented one 
issue which may need some additional clarification is 
identification of critical stream reaches and flows. 
the bill provides mechanisms on an emergency basis to 
additional water at critical times, helping the water 
program by reducing some of the administrative steps. 

He reported 
find 
leasing 

Mr. Lane reported it is unclear in the bill whether the 
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks would be mandated to 
identify all of the streams considered critical to the fishery 
resource in one process. He acknowledged the manpower is not 
available to take on this task in a short period of time. 

Larry Brown, Agricultural Preservation Association, stated this 
is a good bill in a lot of ways. He reported concern for 
language on Page 2, Line 11, in regard to the Department of Fish, 
Wildlife, and Parks being in charge of what would seem to be the 
distributing of water. He explained the language may cause 
problems with the local water users. Mr. Brown suggested an 
advisory council, the Department of Natural Resources or possibly 
the Water Quality Division from the Department of Health be 
involved in the water quality perspective. He stressed concern 
for the cost of this program. 

Holly Franz, Montana Power Company, offered a few technical 
suggestions to the bill in regard to adding closure language and 
proposed amendments. She urged support for this legislation. 

Jim Jensen, Executive Director of the Montana Environmental 
Information Center, stated the most important and desirable 
aspect of this legislation is the provisions. 

Opponents' Testimony: 
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John'Bloomquist, Montana Stockgrowers' Association, commented in 
his real job, he is a water attorney in Dillon and Helena. He 
stated he appreciates SEN. GROSFIELD'S efforts, and the intent of 
this bill. He said the intent of this bill tries to address 
frustration that a lot of people share. He highlighted his 
concerns with the bill in regard to how information will be 
gathered by the department and how it will be used, how correct 
water levels will be determined, who will make appropriation for 
emergency instream use of the ground water, and he suggested 
language be added to tighten up the voluntary process of leaving 
water in the stream. 

Questions & Responses From Committee Members: 

SEN. COLE asked SEN. GROSFIELD which stream will be reviewed. 
SEN. GROSFIELD answered that a list hasn't been drawn up, 
however, the purpose of Section 1 in the bill is to identify the 
streams. SEN. GROSFIELD further explained the idea with this 
blll isn't to spend thousands of dollars to do a study. He 
stated his idea is to conduct a study slowly over a period of 
time using the present staffing. 

{Tape: 3; Side: A} 

Closing by Sponsor: 

SEN. GROSFIELD said the concept in the bill is good and it is 
important. He stated people realize there is a problem in lots 
of streams and are becoming more and more willing to work 
together in a voluntary manner to help solve some of these 
problems. He emphasized this is not an instream sale bill. 
SEN. GROSFIELD commented this bill won't help every situation, 
however, there are a few situations where some of the things in 
this bill might make a difference. He stated voluntary nonuse 
without fear of abandonment is significant, because it will 
encourage users on a stream to come together in a voluntary 
agreement. 

CONTINUATION OF EXECUTIVE ACTION ON SB 225 

CHAIR. GROSFIELD commented that two amendments were passed on SB 
225. SEN. TVEIT wanted the inclusion of Garfield County in the 
bill. SEN. TVEIT explained several people requested Garfield 
County be included. 

Motion/Vote: SENATOR TVEIT MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. 
sb022504.ate AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 9. MOTION CARRIED 7 - 4 on 
a roll call vote. 

Motion: SEN. KEATING MOVED SB 225 TO DO PASS AS AMENDED. 

Discussion: SEN. WELDON commented this is a very expensive bill. 
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Vote: MOTION CARRIED 7 - 4 by roll call vote with SEN. BROOKE, 
SEN. CHRISTIAENS, SEN. WELDON, and SEN. WILSON voting no. 

EXECUTIVE ACTION ON LC 1463, COMMITTEE BILL 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD announced he was passing copies to the members 
of.the committee of LC 1463, which is a possible Committee Bill. 
CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD asked Todd Everts to briefly explain the 
situation. Mr. Everts said basically what this bill will do is 
amend the environmental quality protection fund to allow for 
private funds to be donated to the Department of Health, and 
Environmental Sciences, for immediate specific releases. He 
further explained that private parties will not be liable under 
the state's superfund liability statutes, solely as a result of 
their donation, or contribution. He commented this bill does not 
require an appropriation, according to the Legislative Fiscal 
Analyst Office, and Mr. Petesch. 

SEN. KEATING stated this is a concept and the committee must 
decide if it wants to go with this concept. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD stressed SEN. KEATING has a good point. 

Motion/Vote: SEN. CHRISTIAENS MOVED THAT A COMMITTEE BILL BE 
PROPOSED FROM NUMBER LC 1463 DRAFT AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 10. 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

(Tap<: 3; Silk: B) 

EXECUTIVE ACTION ON SB 234, CONTINUED 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD announced the subcommittee has met and has 
drafted technical amendments. He reported the subcommittee 
consisted of SEN. KEATING, SEN. WELDON, SEN. CHRISTIAENS, and 
SEN. GROSFIELD and it was a bi-partisan effort. 

Motion: SEN. WELDON MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS. NO. sb023401.ate 
AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 11. 

Discussion: CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD stated the amendments under 
discussion are technical amendments. He reported the substantive 
issues will be dealt with as soon as a vote is taken on all the 
technical amendments. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY on voice vote. 

Discussion: CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD presented another set of 
technical amendments (SB023404.ATE). 

Mr. Everts explained the amendments. 
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Motion/Vote: SEN. CHRISTIAENS MOVED TO ADOPT TECHNICAL 
AMENDMENTS NO. sb023404.ate AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 12. MOTION 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

Motion/Vote: SEN. CHRISTIAENS MOVED TO ADOPT TECHNICAL 
AMENDMENTS NO. sb023409.amc AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 13. MOTION 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

Discussion: CHAIR. GROSFIELD stated that the committee had now 
dealt with all the technical amendments recommended by the 
subcommittee. He asked if there were further amendments. 

SEN. KEATING presented an amendment concerning the Board of Oil 
and Gas. He explained that the Board of Oil and Gas is made up 
of people from the industry itself. He stated they are 
operators, geologists, land owners, mineral and royalty owners, 
and some land owners without royalty or mineral ownership. The 
Board has regulated the industry for over 40 years and is very 
important to the land and mineral owners of the state, as well as 
to the industry itself. SEN. KEATING stated he wanted to make a 
motion to restore the staff hiring to the authority of the Board 
of Oil and Gas. 

Motion: SEN. KEATING MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. sb023406.amc 
AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 14. 

Discussion: SEN. TVEIT said if the amendments don't pass, the 
Governor's Office will be a Quasi-Board running their department, 
except they will be given people by the director of the 
Department of Environmental Quality. He stated the director is 
going to be the one who is hiring and firing, which is totally 
wrong, because the department director will likely have little or 
no idea what's going on with respect to the oil industry. He 
emphasized the Board of Oil and Gas is a very unique Board with 
tremendous responsibility. 

SEN. KEATING said Page 250, Lines 21 and 22, of the amendment in 
regard to the Board of Oil and Gas.attaches to the Department of 
Environmental Quality, and his amendment attaches it to the 
Department of Natural Resource Management instead of the DEQ. He 
acknowledged the Governor is not necessarily in support of his 
amendment. He stated the Governor would like to see this bill 
delivered to him just the way it is, however, he will accept 
whatever the Legislature sends him. SEN. KEATING further 
explained his reasoning for attaching the Board to the Department 
of Natural Resources Management. He stated the business of the 
oil industry is the development of natural resources. 

{Tape: 4; Si<U: A} 

SEN. KEATING stated the industry doesn't want to be attached to 
the Department of Environmental Quality because that looks like 
an environmental regulatory board. 
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SEN. WELDON said when he looks at the Department of Natural 
Resources Management he sees resources being managed by the 
state, and when he looks at the Department of Environmental 
Quality he sees private resources being regulated. 

Vote: SEN. KEATING'S MOTION CARRIED by voice vote, with SEN. 
BROOKE and SEN. WELDON voting in opposition to the motion. 

Discussion: SEN. FOSTER stated his amendments have been worked 
out between those affected and the administration allowing the 
well drillers to stay in Natural Resources. 

Motion/Vote: SEN. FOSTER MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. 
sb023402.ate AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 15. MOTION CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 

Motion: SEN. BROOKE MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. sb023408.amc 
AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 16. 

Discussion: SEN. BROOKE explained the amendments address 
concerns presented by the Public Health Department. She stated 
the amendments put the public water supply program into the 
Department of Public Health and Human Services. She commented if 
the other agency reorganization bill doesn't pass the department 
will be called the Department of Public Health, instead of the 
new Department of Public Health and Human Services. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD asked Mr. Simonich to comment on the 
amendments. Mr. Simonich responded the public water supply 
portion involves the Municipal Water Assistance Section. He 
acknowledged authority comes from a federal act titled the "Safe 
Drinking Water Act". He emphasized both the public water supply 
and the waste water section have to move jointly. Mr. Simonich 
stated under this amendment drinking water is fragmented and 
separated from waste water and in trying to protect public health 
the department would resist this kind of amendment. 

SEN. CHRISTIAENS asked Joan Miles to comment. 

Joan Miles, Lewis and Clark County Health Department, commented 
none of these programs should be taken out of public health. She 
insisted that getting involved in public water supplies, or when 
there is a problem in the water, local health departments have to 
evaluate what the health risks are and what they should do. She 
voiced concern with the amendment taking out public health 
representation on the new Board of Environmental Quality or in 
the Department of Environmental Quality. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD mentioned if this motion fails, the next 
motion he will make will deal with the Board of Environmental 
Review requiring one member to have expertise or background as a 
public health officer, or as a medical doctor to addre~s the 
concern that Ms. Miles just raised. 
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Vote: MOTION CARRIED on voice vote, with SEN. GROSFIELD, SEN. 
FOSTER, SEN. COLE and SEN. CRISMORE voting no. 

Motion/Vote: SEN. GROSFIELD MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. sb 
023404.adh AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 17. MOTION CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 

Motion/Vote: SEN. WELDON MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. 
sb023405.amc AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 18. MOTION CARRIED with 
SEN. CRISMORE and SEN. GROSFIELD voting no. 

Motion: SEN. BROOKE MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. sb023402.avb 
AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 19. 

Discussion: SEN. BROOKE said this bill is going to take a lot of 
trust on the part of all the legislators to vote for it and to 
get the bill through. She proposed adding a section defining a 
transition team and recommending legislative oversight. She 
explained the transition or oversight team would meet to hear 
from the people how it's going. SEN. BROOKE commented she would 
like to see the Legislature have some role in the executive 
reorganization. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD asked the Governor's Office to comment on SEN. 
BROOKE'S motion. 

Mr. Robinson, Department of Health and Environmental Sciences, 
explained that this reorganization plan started with the Renew 
Government Task Force. He stated nobody told Governor Racicot to 
start the Task Force or how to staff it. He said the Task Force 
was created and it produced the recommendations that are in this 
bill. He emphasized this was a very public process with 
legislative participation and public participation. Mr. Robinson 
further explained when this bill was first drafted, two public 
open houses were held at the Department of Natural Resources and 
Conservation. He stated he is upset with the comments and 
affirmed that the Governor, who has an un-precedent public 
involvement committment, has worked to get this bill to this 
point, and now there is an accusation that the Legislature should 
change the process. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD said it is up to the Governor's Office to 
organize the Executive Branch and to get it in shape. He stated 
he would resist this amendment. 

SEN. WELDON stated there should be a institutional way to do 
this. He said he envisions that many of the same things would 
occur, such as reporting to the EQC at every monthly meeting. He 
stated there is a check and balance process involved. SEN. 
WELDON commented the record would show the Governor's Office was 
served a message there should be separation of powers, a check 
and balance and oversight. . 

(Tape: 4; Side: B) 
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SEN. KEATING said the bill is specific as to who goes where and 
the language is easily understood. He stated all divisions and 
bureaus have specific obligations in law. He acknowledged it is 
the Governor's duty to make sure departments are doing their job 
and that they are placed where the Legislature says they will be 
placed. He said neither the Governor, nor the Legislature needs 
any oversight from anybody to accomplish what is being put into 
statute. 

SEN. BROOKE said the fact is the public recommendations resulted 
in this bill. But the recommendations were general in nature and 
she stated the details are unclear and she believes in prevention 
rather than cleaning up the mess afterwards. 

Vote:- SENATOR BROOKE'S MOTION FAILED with SEN. BROOKE and SEN. 
WELDON voting for the amendment. 

Motion: SEN. GROSFIELD MOVED TO ADOPT AMENDMENTS NO. 
sb023403.ate AS CONTAINED IN EXHIBIT 20. 

Discussion: SEN. GROSFIELD explained the amendments. 

SEN. GROSFIELD asked Mr. Simonich if he would comment. Mr. 
Simonich stated this amendment surprises the department more than 
just a little bit. He said the language in the bill was 
negotiated specifically between the Governor's Office, the 
Chairman of the Compact Commission and the Vice Chairman of the 
Compact Commission, who is the sponsor of this bill and who is 
now offering this amendment. He emphasized the language was 
amended in the bill to satisfy some concerns that the Compact 
Commission brought forward in terms of insuring the department 
will provide staff to the Commission. Mr. Simonich remarked this 
was the intent of the Governor in having this bill introduced in 
the form that it is in. He said the Commission in the past has 
been attached to the Governor's Office, although it has never 
been located within the Governor's Office; it has been located 
within the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation. 

SEN. COLE said he has been on the other side of the fence for a 
number of years. He stated the amendment is needed in order to 
deal with the tribes. The tribes expect to be negotiating with a 
high profile entity and this amendment accomplishes that. 

SEN. FOSTER asked Mr. Simonich to respond to SEN. COLE'S concern. 

Mr. Simonich said this is an effort to fully provide for the 
Compact Commission to continue to do its work. He commented 
Governor Racicot, more than any other governor, is involved with 
implementing some of the Compacts during his tenure in office. 
He explained the makeup of the Commission is very important in 
terms of carrying a very high profile. He stated that where the 
staff is located won't affect the Commission's negotiating power 
with any tribal entity or federal entity within the State of 
Montana. 
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SEN. FOSTER said Mr. Simonich's comments are convincing and 
suggested the committee oppose this amendment. 

SEN. KEATING asked if there was full time work for the staff. 

CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD responded there are about nine full time staff 
members presently. 

SEN. CHRISTIAENS said he supports the motion. 

Vote: MOTION CARRIED 9 - 1 with SEN. FOSTER voting no. 

Motion: SEN. WELDON MOVED SB 234 DO PASS AS AMENDED. 

SEN. TVEIT asked Mr. Simonich who will represent the people. 
Mr. Simonich said a director will be appointed by the Governor. 

SEN. TVEIT commented he is uncomfortable about passing this bill. 
He said there needs to be more work done on the bill. 

Substitute Motion: SEN. TVEIT MOVED A SUBSTITUTE MOTION TO TABLE 
SB 234. 

Discussion: SEN. TVEIT said he has been in the Legislature for 8 
sessions and he can't push a big bill through this fast. 

Vote: MOTION FAILED 8 - 2 on roll call vote. 

Discussion: CHAIRMAN GROSFIELD said this is a huge bill, 
however, the hearing on it was a couple of weeks ago. He 
explained The Renew Government Task Force had been a very open 
and public process. He reminded the committee that at least 
three very thorough summaries have done by the EQC on the bill, 
including one summary that was 60 pages long detailing every 
section of the bill. He said the committee and the subcommittee 
had spent many hours on the bill and he flet they had taken 
enough time to do the bill justice. He thanked the committee for 
their patience and diligence in working with this bill. He said 
he is comfortable with the bill and hoped the committee would 
support it. 

SEN. CHRISTIAENS stated one of the reasons he voted to table the 
bill is because he wanted time to meet with the director to 
discuss The Treasure State Endowment, and how it relates to the 
bill. 

Vote: SEN. WELDON'S MOTION CARRIED WITH SEN. TVEIT VOTING NO. 
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ADJOURNMENT 

Adjournment: 12: 05 A.M';I f:'c:b'r lACl-'Y6 I (..., /1q~ 

LORENTS GROSFIELD, Chairman 

LG/TR 
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SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 

MR. PRESIDENT: 

Page 1 of 1 
February 16, 1995 

We, your committee on Natural Resources having had under 
consideration~B 2~(first reading copy -- white), respectfully 
report that SB 225 be amended as follows and as so amended do 
pass. 

That such amendments read: 

1. Title, line 5. 
Following: "VALLEY," 
Insert: "GARFIELD," 

2. Page I, line 14. 
Following: "Valley," 
Insert: "Garfield," 
Following: "counties" 

t:J,h::-R 
signed:~ __ ~ ____ //~ __ ~ __ ~.-~~-=~~ 

Senator Lorents Grosfield, Chair 

Insert: "that are in excess of 5% of the total land area of a 
county. The department shall give the highest sale priority 
to the most isolated tracts of state land and the next 
highest sale priority to lands generating the lowest return 
on investment." 

3. Page I, line 17. 
Following: "that" 
Insert: "a" 

4. Page I, line 18. 
Strike: "of those interests" 
Insert: "royalty interest" 

~Amd. Coord. 
c?rp- Sec. of Senate 

-END-

401341SC.SRF 



SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 

MR. PRESIDENT: 

Page 1 of 51 
February 16, 1995 

We, your committee on Natural Resources having had under 
consideration SB 234 (first reading copy -- white), respectfully 
report that SB 234 be amended as follows and as so amended do 
pass. ( tv' "\ 

, l' ,/ 
Signed, {C ~ , - 1 

Senator Lorents Grosfield, Chair 

That such amendments read: 

1. Page 1. 
Following: line 2 
Insert: IIBY REQUEST OF THE GOVERNOR II 

2. Title, lines 11 and 12. 
Strike: II TRANSFERRING II on line 11 through 

3. Title, line 12. 
Following: II j ll 

II • II , on line 12 

Insert: IITRANSFERRING THE BOARD OF LAND COMMISSIONERS' POWERS, 
EXCEPT RULEMAKING AUTHORITY, TO THE DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITYjll 

4. Title, line 14. 
Strike: 112-15-3303, 2-15-3306, II 

5. Title, line 15. 
Strike: 112-18-103,11 

6. Title, line 17. 
Strike: 1115-36-101, II 

7. Page 2, line 17. 
Following: 1181-23-103,11 
Insert: 1182-4-102,11 

8. Page 2, line 17. 
Following: 1182-4-103, II 
Insert: 1182-4-111, 82-4-112, 82-4-123,11 

9. Page 2, line 17. 
Following: 1182-4-129,11 
Insert: 1182-4-141,11 

10. Page 2, line 17. 
Following· 1182-4-203,11 

(jj(Amd. Coord. 
~)1 Sec. of Senate 401627SC.SPV 



1. Page 1, line 14. 

, )~ .. -~ "'TU'" ,~" It. Ili\ i ,,11 RESOUnCE'S 
Amendments to Senate Bill No. 225 ["t··· f'O / 

First Reading Copy , . '--
[). \ I E_ ... _ 9!.-.: '; 5""-.:_9 ;--- -

Requested by Senator Miller fiLL NO,_~ d d ~--.-
For the Committee on Natural Resources -.-.. -.--

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 13, 1995 

/- 'S-

Following: "counties" 'S'tv 

Insert: "that are in excess of'4% of the total land area of a county. The 
department shall give the highest sale priority to the most isolated tracts of 
state land and the next highest sale priority to lands generating the lowest 
return on investment." 

1 sb022503.ate 



Amendments to Senate Bill No. 225 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Senator Miller 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

1. Title, line 5. 
Following: "VALLEY," 
Insert: "GARFIELD," 

2. Page 1, line 14. 
Following: "Valley," 
Insert: "Garfield," 
Following: "counties" 

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 13, 1995 

Insert: "that are in excess of 5% of the total land area of a county. The 
department shall give the highest sale priority to the most isolated tracts of 
state land and the next highest sale priority to lands generating the lowest 
return on investment." 

3. Page 1, line 17. 
Following: "that" 
Insert: "a" 

4. Page 1, line 18. 
Strike: "of those interests" 
Insert: "royalty interest" 

1 sb022507.ate 



TESTThl0NY PRESENTED TO 
THE MONTANA STATE SENATE 

COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES 
BY ALLEN BARKLEY 
FEBRUARY 15, 1995 

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, for the record, my name is Allen Barkley and I'm 
representing Columbia Falls Aluminum Company. 

We are in strong support of Senate Joint Resolution 15. We feel the intent of this resolution 
benefits both business and the public of Montana. Both of these groups benefit if the resolution is 
successful because the solutions to Montana regulatory problems would be Montana solutions-
not Washington D.C. solutions. 

Our company deals with nearly all of the environmental regulatory agencies in the state. We have 
no reservations that our Montana regulators are highly qualified and will protect the public health 
in our state. The important issue, in our view, is that Montana regulators do have a stake in 
Montana, working with business, when or if possible, providing there is no threat to the pUblic. 

This resolution in no way circumvents all necessary permitting and compliance practices and we 
urge your support of SJR 15. 



February 14, 1995 

j~ 
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Ronald Buentemeier, Lands 

Manager for F. H. Stoltze Land & Lumber Co. at Columbia Falls, Montana. Stoltze is 

the oldest family owned Lumber Company in Montana with the mill at Halfmoon being 

established in 1923. I have been lands manager for 34,000 acres ofland in Northwest 

Montana for the last 31 years. 

Today you are considering SB347, which is concerned with granting access across 

State Trust Lands. As Mr. Crismore mentioned, we should all be good neighbors. 

Stoltze has been a good neighbor for the past 72 years in dealing with our neighboring 

landowners and access across our ownership. Under current Montana Law there appears 

to be some legal implications that the Department of State Lands feel)prevents them from 

granting reciprocal access for Forest Management activities on forested land. Although I 

have dealt with MEP A from day one, I must confess I do not understand all of the legal 

requirements of this act. We all recognize that we must be good stewards of our forest 

lands, one of our most precious resources. However, current use of the MEP A process 

has done little for the land and much for the bureaucracy. 

Much of the State Trust Lands, in the Northwest part of the State, are scattered in 

many locations similar to some of Stoltze ownerships. This scattered ownership makes 



~1. .. ,:,iE i/lITU""L 
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management of any kind}difficult at best. To have any management you must~ 

access to your property. Because of the scattered nature, it is in everyone's best interest 

to be good neighbors and cooperate by granting single or reciprocal access. It is very 

shortsighted by either party to deny access because you will most likely pay at some 

point. 

I have been dealing with the Department of State Lands on access for many years. 

We currently have 7 requests for access filed, dating back to 1989. After two months of 

frustration, I was able to meet with DSL at the Northwestern Land Office on December 

22, to discuss the status of the various requests. Notes of this meeting, and letters I have 

sent to various people, including Bud Clinch and Governor Racicot, are included with my 

response. You will find that each request was discussed in detail. Some of the points 

covered were: 

1) The Northwestern Land Office had made the decision about one year ago to 

concentrate on obtaining easements to State ownership and not spend time on 

easement request. 
~ ni U U '. t-~* £)JD,j--k:r)J-~ . ;}6 od ~J_~r:..r-l\... 

2) Because of Grizzly Bear habitat near the valley edge, one request could not go 

any further unless Stoltze was willing to do and pay for a MEP A document. 

2 
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3) Another request, near the upper end of Whitefish Lake, needed to be 

coordinated with a State Timber Sale. If access is granted, there will be timing 

and operating restrictions imposed. 

4) A request near Beaver Lake is being delayed for several more years while DSL 

goes through the MEPA process. DSL has begun the process, but, initial public 

meetings showed that management will be very controversial and difficult in the 

area. 

5) On another, Stoltze and several other private landowners encouraged DSL to 

improve the road locations out of a riparian area. The landowners had agreed to 

provide gravel on the road in the new location in exchange for everyone getting 

easements across State land. This would be a win situation for the resource, the 

State Trust Lands, private landowners, and Stoltze!! 

Everyone is concerned about the quality of Land Management that is being done 

on our Forest Lands. Industry and private landowners have been working very hard 

through Best Management Practices and the Streamside Management Act to do a 

QUALITY land management job. The recent BMP audits show that we are doing a better 

job. Two audits, of Stoltze Land, show that we exceeded the requirements 6 times and 

met th~71 times, out of a total possible 77. Stoltze has also been recognized as doing a 

quality Forest Management job by other forest land owners and many private individuals. 

3 
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This all shows that DSL should only concern themselves with the access across State -

Trust Lands and not management on adjoining ownerships. 

., 

Because of the current course of events, Stoltze feels their only recourse ~ii to deny a 

current access request by State Trust Lands across Stoltze ownership. This is NOT our 

preferred alternative. We want to be good neighbors, and have a common sense solution 

to a mutual access problem. This should be a simple reciprocal easement for timber 

management purposes!! 

Thank you for your time. Are there any questions? 

Ronald H. Buentemeier 

Timber & Lands Manager 

RB/tc 

4 
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Amendments to Senate Bill No. 349 DATE_~ ,./-s:. 2£ 
First Reading Copy Llll tw . . 9&3'1 ~ 

Requested by Senator Foster 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

1. Title, lines 8 and 9. 

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 13, 1995 

Strike: "SPECIFYING" on line 8 through "INCINERATORS;" on line 9 

2. Title, lines 11 through 15. 
Strike: "CLASSIFYING" on line 11 through "INCINERATORS;" on line 13. 

3. Title, line 15. 
Strike: "75-2-220," 
Following: "75-2-231" 
Strike: "," 
Insert: "AND" 
Following: "75-2-413," 
Strike: "AND 75-10-403," 

4. Page 2, lines 1 0 through 12. 
Strike: subsection (3) in its entirety 

5. Page 2, line 14 through page 5, line 15. 
Strike: Section 2 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 

v1 )-<i 

6. Page'?, line 11 through page 10, line 23. 
Strike: Section 4 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 

1 sb034901.ate 
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StTBJEC'r: 

FROM: 

'1'0: 

RCRA Foliey statement: Clarification of the Land 
Oisposal Restrictions' Dilution Prohibition and 
combust~on of Inorgan~ic~etal-Bearihg Hazard~Us wastes 

Elliott P: Lav~O,_ - ~ 
Assistant Admin~ ~C . 

waste Man~gement Division Directors, Regions I - X 

I. Illtroduetion 
" 

IL ':::O::lIIoriondUlll iii ets out a Sta telilen t of Policy under the' I' : 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) clari!yinq the 
application of the Land Disposal Restrictions ILDR) prohibition 
on dilution (se~ 40 CFR S 268.3) to combustion of certain' 
inorganic metal-bearing hazardous vastes. Because _,c.o~u~tio~,
l]onnally do~s __ n.9t rep_resent effective treat~enj;; .ot_,_the~~ wast~~, 
such 'Durning can be considered imperm-issible dilution. In such 
cases, these'nazardous metal~earrhcj wastes -cannot be' combusted 
legally~ This policy statement clarifies the general situation 
rega.rding c,9m.bustion of these metal-bearing hazardous wastes, but 
'~pplication of this policy vill vary dependinq on particular 
circulnstances. ' 

B. Regulatory Background 

Under RCRA, the LDR prohibition on dilution states qenerally 
that no parson "shall in any ~ay dilute a restricted wAste .•. as 
a substitu~G for adequate treatment to achieve cOlnpliance with [a 
treatment~andArd for that waste)". 40 CFR 268.3(a). This 
prohibitloW';~lem~nts the requirement of section 3004(~) or 
RCRA, whi~'requ1rQc that 'hazardous constituents in hazardous 
wastes be destroyed, removed or i~obilized before these wA5tes 
can be land disposed. Hazardous constituents a!,e not destroyed t'. 
relnQyed or immob~l.!~~~_l,f .th~~r.!. diluted:- I Cllemicil'-Waste -
Management v. EPA, 976 F.24 21 16, 11, ~9~20 (D.C. cir. 1992), 

... 
Combu,tion tor purpoa •• ot thl. memo doe. not include ~tal 

recovery unit. enqaged in ~etal r~cl~ation or vitrification unit •• n~.9.d in 
metal .tabl1ixation. 

I11III 

• 
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cart. denied 113 S.ct. 1961 (1993); see also So·Rep. No.29~, 
98th Congo 1st Sess.'17 (1983) ("the dilution or wastes by the 
'addition of other hazardous waste or any other materials during 
waste handling, transportation, treatment or stoLage i~ not an 
acceptable method ot treatment to reduce the Concentration or 

'hazardous constituents") . 

,consistent with these authorities l the Agency has stated 

;~:~r;h~h~~I~;!~~bl~~~i~;~~~~2 sae::e:reOan:e~h;;~!::~;:eth-a-t t~t:e 
appropriate tor that type or waste." 55 FR at 22532 (June 1, 
1990). Impermissible dilution can occur under a number of 
circumstances. The most obvious is ~hen solid wastes are added 
to a prohibited waste to reduce concentrations but not volumes ot 
hazardous constituents, or to mask their presence. Impermissible 
dilution also may occur when wastes not amenable to treatment by 
a certain method (i.e., treated very ineffectively by that 
treatment method) are nevertheless 'treated' by that method. 55 
FR 22666 (June 1, 1990) (biological treatment does not . 
effectivel.Y.-%~mQY.~ ·toxic ~from-wastes-i therefore, 
_prohlbite.9_~~£;j;~_$ with treabrienl-'standards fot:: .. J'ifetals ordinar.1..1y 
.~oulE_Q:.Q_ilnpermissibly .diluted it'. managed in biolog:ical treatment 
syste~~~rov~ding no separate treatment for the metals). See 

uso"S2 FR at 25778-79 (July St 1987) (impoundments which 
prilnarily evaporate hazardous constituents do not qualify as 
~ection 3005(j}(11) impoundments which may receive otherwise
prohibited hazardous wastes that have not met the treatment 
standard). 

EPA is providing guidance today clarifying how the LDR 
dilution prohibition could apply to certain inorganic metal
bearing hazardous wastes that may be placed in combustion units, 
other than metal recovery furnaces. 

II. General Distinction Between "Adequate Tr.atment tt an~ 
potential Violations of the Dilution probibition 

This memorandum deals with the. question of whether 
combustion of prohibited inorganic hazardous wastes can be a type 
of impermissible dilution. An "inorganic hazardous \o1aste" is one 
for which EPA has established treatment standards tor metal 
hazardous constituents, and which does not otherwise contain 
significant~rganic or cyanide content (see further discussion, 
last paragraph page 3, clarifying what constitutes an 
insignificant organic or cyanide content). . 

2 
A ·prohibited· hazardoust~astQ is one which i. actually .~bj.ct to 

a prohibition on lan~ disposal without firet baing treated, or disposed in a . 
no-migration unit. See 54 ~R 36969 (sept. 6, 1989). . 
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'the Agency has evaluated the listed \oJastes' an<tHl?~B. SM - -4 a 

determined that 44 of the ReM listed wa$.~.L(as set forth W4~Y-:f
efR S 261) tYeically aPP~aJ'=tQ::.lle-su.ch_inorganic hazardous_ 
wastes; i.!~, they typically do not contain organics, or contain 

()nly ins}gniricant amounts of organics, and are not regulated for 
organics .csee Appendix A to this memorandum tor a list ·of these 
wastes). The eest Demon.strated AvailablQ Technology (BOAT) ·tor 
these inorganic 1 ~etal-bearing listed wastes is metal recovery or 
stabilization. Thus, ..1NPennj .. .ssible dilution may result .when 
these wastes are combusted.-_ --'--- ...... --.'. . .' .. . 

-There are eight characteristic metal waste codes; however, 
only wastes that exhibit both the toxicity characteristic (TC) 
and the extraction procedure (EP) tor D004 - 0011 are prohibited 
now (see 55 FR 22660-02, 3une 1, 1990). Characteristic wastes, 
of course, cannot be generically characterized as easily as 
listed wastes because they can be.generated.from .many·different 
types of processes. For example, although some characteristic 
metal wastes do not contain organics or cyanide or contain only 
insignificant amounts, others may have organics or cyanid~ 
pre.sent v.;hich justify combustion r . ~uc;h_a.s .a Es~d oil 8XhibitirlCL 

..the 'IC cbaraqt.eJ;is.tic.~or.-.a ltleta~ Thus, it is diffTcult to say 
which D004-D011 wastes would be, impermissibly diluted when . , 

II combusted, beyond stating that as a general matter I 1mpenniss~~le 
." {,Jt dilution would occuL.if..t.he D004-DD.ll waste does not hav~ -
s.~ ~~~t p!ganJ~ __ G... Qr_cyanide. content but is neverthele::~~. 

\\ corn usted If 

4It --- EPA ordinarily would DQ1 consider the following h~~ardous 

e. 

~astes to be strictly inorganic (or to contain "siqniticant 
organic or cyanide cont~nt") for which col'ltbustion would other«1se 
be impermissible dilution. combustion of the following w~steg is 
therefore DQ£ prohibited under the LDR dilution prohibition: (1) 
any of the 44 listed wastes and S characteristic wastes in 
Appendix A that, ~_ pf qeneratiol!, or _C!Lfte:r.~!!Y bo.na .fide . 

. treatment such as cyanide destruct~9n ·prior. to cOln:P,="stion, 
C:0It_1;Alii..haiardotls- organJc..· .f~n£trtUents . or cy_anideat_:_levels. 
exceedi~q'the constituent-sRecific treatment $t~ndard for F039, 
\.ihien-represents a compilatlon or nUlnerical-limlts 'tor hazardous 
constituents; (2) organic, debris~like materials (e.q., wood, 
paper, plastic, or cloth) contaminated with an inorganic metal
bearing hazardous waste; and~) a~..Q.( the .. 44..--li.sJ:..ed ~ast~?_~_nd 
8 characterjJtti.c wast~~ that, at p~int.2f ___ g~.Derati0nrilJ)av.e 
reasonable he~tin9' value s"\fch s -gre.~t~r __ 't;l:'Ian .. or. equa to 5000 
1ITU {See 48 fR fliS7 (March 16, -1983». The foregoing three 
categories of waste typically would contain sufficient organic 

) 

TO the extent that these waatel or re,ldu •• of thea. walt.; (i.e., 
biolc9ic.l treatment alud9c.) contain .i9oificant Or9&nic content, eOmbuaticn 

.m.y be an appropri&te treatment ~aChrolo9Y •. S*e later di.cu •• lon rQ9Arding 
thh point. 

J 

• 
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'content to l.ndicate that combustion, can be a :reaSl:mcrbl~4.meA.JlfL.!2.r, 
treating the wastes prior to land disposal. "Ho"'ayQ:t:~,~ot~ 

, ~bovel _t;.ix~!'l.~L12racti<;es such ,~5 fuel blending ~~ ai1~ o~9anics to 
~o~a~J.c l!1etal-b~~ring ha~ardou~ wa~tes o.rdinarTly would ,~ 
consl.dered to be lmperin-r5sJ.ble dilutlon. Thl.s is because the 

-QITuTIon-prohTbition applies -atth~ point a hazardous waste is 
~enerated. Chemical Wa~te Hanage~ent v, EPA, 976 F.2d at 22-3; 

"also 48 FR 11158, 11159 and nn. 2 and 4 (March 16, 1983); 53 FR 
at 522 (Jan. 8~ 1988) (detenninations of legitimacy or recycling 
are ~ade on a ~aste-by-waste basis before any blending occurs). 

This Policy Statement is also reflective or the Agency's 
concerns about the hazard presented by toxic metals in-the 
environment. When an inorganic metal-bearing hazardous ~aste 
with insignificant organics is placed in a combustion unit, 
legitimate treatment for purposes of LDR ordinarily i~ not 
occurring. No treatment or the inorganic component occurs duri~q 
combustion! and tnerefor~f,-:-:inetal~ are not des'troy~d, removed, c -
lllllllobilized-:- sInce there are no significant conccmtrations of 
"'OrganIc'compounds in inorganic metal-bearing hazardous vastes, .l.t 
.cannot be maintained that the waste is being properly or 
effectively treated via combustion (1". e. I the~ally treated or 

'destroyed, removed, or immobili~ed). 

In terms of the dilution prohibition, it combustion ia 
allowed as a method to achieve a treatment 5tandard for these 
wastes, metals in these wast~s will be dispersed ~o ~e __ ~ient 
air and .. will be di,lut_~d ,~~.bain9' lnixQ~·- in with co~~~tion ash . 
.trom o~er_--waste _~_treaJAQ... Adequate treatment (stabilization or 
metal recoverY-to ~eet LDR trQatment standards) has not been 
performed and dilution has occurred. It is also in~pp!opriat~tQ 
regard eventual stabilizing ot such c.o~ustion ash as providing 
~e~ate-treatme~f ior-pu!:p~~,of the LD~s. SiInply meetinq'the 
numerical BDAT stanaards tor the ashtail& to account tor ~etals 
in the original vaste stream that were emitted to the air and for 
reductions achieved by dilution with other materials in the ash. 
(In mos,i: cases, of cour5Q,,~_._:me~al-bearingwa~tes vi11 h~ye 
been'mixed with other wastes bQfore comtustion, \lihich'mlxing:
Itself couICf- be newecl"as ixopermissJhie dilution). - - '--" 

--. ---" _ .... _.-. . --- ,--,~,-

These inorganic, metal-bearing hazardous wastes should be 
and are usually treated by metal recovery or stabilization 
teehnoloqies, These technologies remove hazardous constituents 
through recovery in products, or immobilize them, and are 
therefore permissible BOAT treatment methods. However, EPA 
believes that this 5tatement of policy clarifying application of 
LDR dilution prohibition is needed because we hav~ __ <?bseryec.L.~hat '. 
some ot these ... astes lIlay be going to conve_ntj.Qnal combusttOD.., 
,?eVIces 'such aSli'lcirieratox:-s or c.;elnent kilns. , For-ex'ample ,SOlDe 

owners7ope'rzd:.ors~ay be willing to aGcept inorganic lead wastes 
with insiqnificant orqanics' a~ their combustion facilitiBs (which 
Can still apparently ~eet their air e~isGion5 limits at the 

~ , 4 
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stack). As explained above, land disposal O!CO~~~!ol1 3_~~/'1-
residuals tro~ th~se facilities ~ould typically violate the land 

·disposal restrictions prohibition on dilution. Combustion is not 
usually un aypropriate treatroent tor these Y3stes because 
hazardous constituents ar~ not re~oved, destroyed, or 
immobilized. 

.. : ~'. ' .. '. , I " 

. !--, . Consequently I the general principles Bet out in this 
memorandum, subject to appropriate consideration or individual 
circu:mstancas, are: (1) that a prohibited inorganic metal-
containing hazardous vaste (listed in Appendix A to this . 
maIDorandum) without significant organic content can be considered 
to ba diluted impermissibly when co~usted (Qven it the tr~atment 
standards tor metals are achieved in part by subsequent treatment 
of combustion ash); end (2) ~t:_ the determA.n.ation. of whether: .a...
lIaste_J~ .. an inorganic J1rtal-hearing hazardous waste is made at 
~oint o~ g~neration. This means that, ordinarily, such a 
,waste would be considered to be dilute~ impermissibly even if it 
is ble~?~d_\oIltborganic was.t~.s .tor wnich colll.bustion wORl:~. 
·'Ot1ierwIse be an .app·rol?ria~e treatment lI'1ethod. ---- .----~.-' .. --.-

4 
Thi. is the poin~ a~ which. the waste becomes hazardous. 

(See 45 ~ 33095-33096, May l~, 1960) •. 

5 
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Waste Code 

FOO6 s. 

" ' " 

F007 * 

FOO8 * 

FOO9 * 

F010 * 

FOll .. 

F012 * 

F019 * 

-.-
KOO2 

KOO3 

TEXANS lIN I -rED 

", 

i i Oeser .pt on 0 t 

:', . . " . 

Was t es " 

j/_':> 

it t d b I;'thi ec e >'1 

Li~tet1 w~stes 
""' .... 

•• t ...... , ".: -, , . .~ .... 
- , " 

s Pol 1 ey 

.,;, . 
" 

Wastewater treatment sludges from electroplating 
operations except from the following processes: 
(1) sulfuric acid anodizing ot ~lu.minu.mi (2) tin 
plating carbon steel; (3) zinc plating : 
(segregated basis) on carbon steel; (4) alUlDinuJn 
or zinc-plating on carbon steel; (5) 
cleaning/stripping associated with tin, zinc and 
aluminum plating on carbon steel; and (6) 

'chemical etching and milling at alUlDinum. 

spent cyanide plating bath solutions from 
electroplating operations. 

Plating bath residues from the bottom ot platin9 
baths from el~ctroplatin9 op~rations whQre 
cyanides are used in the process. . 

-

spent stripping and cleaning path solutions !r.:~a 
electroplating operations where cyanides are 
used in the process. 

Q~enching bath residues from oil baths from 
~etal treating operations where cyanides are 
used in the process. 

spent cyanide solutions trom salt bath pot 
cleaning from metal heat treating operations. 

Quenching waste water treatment sludges from 
metal heat treating operations where cyanides 
are used in the ~_rocess. 

Wastewater treatment sludges trom the chemical 
conversion coating of aluminum except from 
zirconium phosphating in aluminum car washinq 
when such phosphating is an e~clusivQ conversion 
coating Frocess . 

. 

wastewater treatment sludge from the production 
of chrome yellow and orange pig1Ilents. 

Wastewater treatment sludge trom the production 
of molybdate orange pigments. 

* c Assu~ing w~~te¥ do not ~ontain treatable 
concentrat~ons of cyanide. 

, 
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Waste Code . Liste<1 waste!! 

.-
KOO4 wastewater treatment sludge from the production 

of zinc y~llow pigments. . " 

K005 Wastewater treatment sludg~ from the production 
ofchrolIle green pigments. 

KOO6 Wastewater treatment sludge from the production 
of chrome oxide green pigments (anhydrous and 

~. 

hydrated) . 

KOO7 Wastewater treatment sludge from the production 
of iron blue pigments. 

Kooa Oven residue from the production of chrome. oxide - green pigment~. . 
1<061 ~ission control dust/sludge from the primary 

production of steel in electric furn~ces. " -•.. ---, . 
K069 Emission control dust/sludge trom secondary l~ad 

smelting. , 
: 

K071 Brine ~urification muds from the mercury cell -.. : 

prOCQ~6~S in chlorine production, where --
separat'ely prepurifie.d brine i$ not used. 

](100 Waste leaching solution from acid leaching- of 
emission control dust/sludge trom secondary lead 
Slneltinq. 

K105 Sludges from the mercury cell processes for 
making chlorine. 

POlO Arsenic acid H,AsOL -
POll Arsenic oxide As;>O" 

P012 Arsenic trioxide 

P013 ,.. Barium cyanide 

POlS --- Beryllium 

P029 * Copper cyanide Cu(CN) 

P074 • Nickel cj'anide Ni (eN), 

P087 osmium tetroxide 

P099 Potassium silver cyanide , 
P104 * Silver cyanide 

'\ 7 
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'Wasto Code ':- . . Waste, '- , ~ .. 
·a ,~, 

, .... - . , ... 

Pl13 
, 

" " Thallic oxide / ~ : . '." , . , .' ,~, . 
, ,. 

.. 
Thallium (I) selenite 

'- - , 

Pl14 

Pl15 Thallirnn (1) sulfate 

Pl19 A.:mmonium vanadate 

P120 Vanadium oxide V,OIi 
-

P121 * Zinc cyanide 

-l?122 Zino phosphide 

U032 Calciuttl chromate 

U145 Lead phosphate 

U15l Mercury 

U204 Selenious acid 

U205 Selenium, disulfide , '0216 Thallium (1) chloride " 

U217 Thallium (1) nitrate 

Wast. Co~ • Characteristic Wastes . 
0004 Arsenic 

0005 Barium 

0006 cadmiuln 

0007 Chromium 

0008 Lead 

0009 -- - Mercury 

0010 Selenium 

0011 Silver 

8 

, ' " 

, 

.. 

. 

-

. 

H~cr· 
, 

" 

----
'f 

" 

--~ 

.> , 

~I 

I- J " ' 
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MontPIRG 
Montana Public Interest Research Group 

360 Corbin Hall - Missoula, MT - (406) 243-2908 

Testimony Against Senate Bill 344, February 15, 1995 
Chairman Grosfield and members of the Senate Natural Resources Committee: 

For the record, my name is J. V. Bennett, for the Montana Public Interest 
Resear~h Group, or MontPIRG. 

MontPIRG is a non-profit, non-partisan research and advocacy organization 
wprking for good government, consumer rights and sound environmental 
protection. MontPIRG represents over 4000 members in Montana, with 2200 
student members students, and is funded with membership donations. 

As an organization advocating consumer interests and sound environmental 
protection MontPIRG rises in opposition to Senate Bill 344. 

One problem with this bill is the language in subsection 4 of section 1 defining 
energy recovery from hazardous waste as a beneficial use. This language does not 
distinguish between wastes which have adequate fuel values to be useful and 
blended hazardous waste which contains waste of insufficient fuel value mixed 
with waste which does. 

Some wastes which are classified as hazardous are so classified because of their 
flammability. Some of these wastes would be an acceptable substitute for fossil 
fuels. However, a common practice in many facilities claiming to recycle 
hazardous waste is the blending of hazardous-wastes with high fuel values with 
waste that is classified as hazardous because of it toxicity to gain a net fuel value 
that is useful. 

Ash Grove Cement's proposal is one such example. Ash Grove will receive its 
hazardous waste fuel from a blending facility run by Cadence Environmental 
Energy. A number of the waste codes listed on Ash Groves permit have no fuel 
value. Therefore, this and proposals like it are not just methods to use an 
alternative fuel, they are proposals to burn highly toxic wastes under the rubric 
of energy recovery. 

Another problem with this bill is the additional monetary incentive created to 
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bum hazardous waste in boilers and industrial furnaces. BOil~~\llifn~Gslri~f-= 
furnaces, like cement kilns, already have a competitive advantage over--·,S..p...:- 2:1:( 
commercial incinerators because of legal exemptions regarding liability they 
receive. It is the liability associated with hazardous waste which has created an 
effective incentive to decrease the amount of hazardous waste they generate. To 
further encourage the burning of hazardous waste in BIFs would escalate the 
undermining of an effective economic incentive to generate less hazardous waste. 

The consumers and environment of Montana are most benefitted by minimizing 
the amount of hazardous waste generated in the first place. During the EQC's 
study on hazardous waste, we discovered that waste minimization is working. To 
encourage a practice which undermines this incentive is not in the better interests 
of Montana. 

For these reasons, MontPIRG urges you to table Senate Bill 344. 
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Al though SB 386 reduces the degree of environmental protection 
relative to current law, DHES can support the proposed deregulation 
of small farm and residential noncommercial motor fuel and heating 
tanks and piping as more desirable than an alternative bill request 
which would have allowed the removal of small farm and residential 
underground tanks and pipes without regulation. The Department's 
experience with the implementation of aJl similar bill enacted 
during the 1993 Legislature was frustrating with regard to the 
effective use of the UST Program's limited resources, and that bill 
did not adequately ensure that releases were identified or dealt 
with. 

If it is this Legislature's intent to deregulate a major component 
of the management and operation requirements for farm and 
residential tanks, the Department believes that it is better to 
totally deregulate this category of tanks than to partially 
regulate them. Deregulation of the approximately 2,500 tanks 
affected will allow the UST Program to concentrate its compliance 
efforts and utilize its limited resources to ensure that those 
tanks which fall within the federal requirements for the storage of 
petroleum products and hazardous substances are being effectively 
regulated. The consistent regulation of these tank systems will 
pay a higher dividend for public health and environmental 
protection by preventing releases and ensuring timely and effective 
mitigation if a release does occur. 

Testimony provided by Roger Thorvilson. 
MT DHES 
Phone # 444-1430 



Amendments to Senate Bill No. 225 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Senator Tveit 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

1. Title, line 5. 
Following: "VALLEY," 
Insert: "GARFIELD," 

2. Page 1, line 14. 
, Following: "Valley," 
Insert: "Garfield," 

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 15, 1995 
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Draft Copy 
Printed 6: 16 pm on February 15, 1995 

**** Bill No. *** 

Introduced By * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

By Request of * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

A Bill for an Act entitled: "An Act clarifying the environmental quality protection 

fund may allow for private funds to be donated to the department of health and 

environmental sciences to remediate specific releases; amending section 75-10-

704, MCA" 

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Montana: 

Section 1. Section 75-10-704, MCA, is amended to read: 

"75-10-704. Environmental quality protection fund. (1) There is in the state 

special revenue fund an environmental quality protection fund to be administered 

as a revolving fund by the department. The department is authorized to expend 

amounts from the fund necessary to carry out the purposes of this part. 

(2) The fund may be used by the department only to carry out the 

provisions of this part and for remedial actions taken by the department pursuant 

to this part in response to a release of hazardous or deleterious substances. 

(3) The department shall: 

(a) except as provided in subsection (7) establish and implement a system 

for prioritizing sites for remedial action based on potential effects on. human health 

and the environment; and 

1 LC1463 
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(b) Investigate, negotiate, and take legal action, as appropriate, Vo'iaentify 

Draft Copy 
Printed 6:16 pm on February 15, 1995 

liable persons, to obtain the participation and financial contribution of liable 

persons for the remedial action, to achieve remedial action, and to recover costs 

and damages incurred by the state. 

(4) There must be deposited in the fund: 

(a) all penalties, forfeited financial assurance, natural resource damages, 

and remedial action costs recovered pursuant to 75-10-715; 

(b) all administrative penalties assessed pursuant to 75-10-714 and all civil 

penalties assessed pursuant to 75-10-711 (5); 

(c) funds appropriated to the fund by the legislature; aOO 

(d) funds received from the interest income of the resource indemnity trust 

fund pursuant to 15-38-202;-; and 

(e) all funds donated or granted from private parties for a specific release. 

Private parties are not liable under 75-10-715 solely as a result of their 

contribution. 

(5) Whenever a legislative appropriation is insufficient to carry out the 

provisions of this part and additional money remains in the fund, the department 

shall seek additional authority to spend money from the fund through the budget 

amendment process provided for in Title 17, chapter 7, part 4. 

(6) Whenever the amount of money in the fund is insufficient to carry out 

remedial action, the department may apply to the governor for a grant from the 

environmental contingency account established pursuant to 75-1-1101." 

(7) Funds donated or granted for a specific project pursuant to subsection 

2 LC1463 
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(4}(e) must be accumulated in the fund until the balance is equal to the amour'lt 

money the department estimates it will take to remediate the site for which th~ 

funds are donated. If the balance. as determined by the department. is not 

achieved within 2 years from the date of the initial contribution. all donated or 

granted funds. including any interest, must be returned to the grantor or grantors. 

If the balance for a specific project is equal to the amount of money the 

department estimates it will take to remediate the site, the department shall give 

that site high priority for remedial action. using the funds donated under subsection 

(4)(e). Nothing in this subsection diminishes the authority of the department to 

investigate, negotiate, and take legal action, as appropriate, to identify liable 

person, to obtain the participation and financial contribution of liable persons for 

the remedial action, to achieve remedial action, and to recover costs and damages 

incurred by the state. 

{Internal References to 75-10-704: 
15-38-202x 15-38-202x 75-1-1101x 
75-10-711x 75-10-714x 75-10-722x 

{Todd Everts 

(406) 444-3742} 

75-10-701 x 
77-2-302x} 

-ENO-
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~lH;'JE NATUML RESOURCES 
EXI-I!3IT NO. /1 

-~'-----

DATE c!2 -- 15"-9 r: 
Amendme,nts to S~nate Bill No. 234 B!Ll N.O" ~a ;;?:JY 

First Reading Copy " r 

1. Page 1. 

Requested by Senator Grosfield 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 3, 1995 

Following: line 2 , 
- I 

Insert: "BY REQUEST OF THE GOVERNOR" 

2. Title, line 11. 
, Following: "TRANSFERRING" 
Insert: "THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES 

AND CONSERVATION FOR" 
(clarification) 

3. Title, line 14. 
Strike: "2-15-3306," 
(repeal soil survey advisory council) 

4. Title, line 17. 
Strike: "15-36-101," 
(definitions and rate of tax--state severance tax--Iocal government tax--assessment 
of interest owner--exemption (board of oil and gas conservation correction)) 

,5. Title, page 2, line 19. 
Strike: "85-1-212," 
(settlement of disputes over water contracts, creating a forum of appeal where 
none existed) 

6. Title, page 2, line 23. 
Strike: "85-2-212," 
(order by Supreme Court on water adjudication, leave language in tact) 

7. Title, page 2, line 24. 
Following: "85-2-512," 
Insert: "85-2-514," 
(a missed section of law changing DHES to DEa) 

8. Title, page 2, line 30. 
Following: "85-1-202," 
Insert: "85-1-212," 
(repeal settlement of dispute over water contracts) 
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9. Page 14, line 32 through page 15, line 7. 
Strike: section 21 in its entirety 
Renumber: subseouent sections 
(repeal soil advisory council) 

10. Page 15, line 16. 
Strike: "public health" 
Insert: "natural resource management" 

SEr-/,;TE NATURflL RESSU~I:.:s 

EXHi31T No.~-,-I....J..I __ _ 
DATL Q2 - (S '-fl( 
8~ll NO. ~ Q --:~~~i--

(board of water well contractors, director of DNRM not DPH appoints member) 

11. Page 21, line 16. 
Page 49, line 10. 
Page 116, line 32. 
Page 121, line 15. 
Page 129, line 17. 
Page 132, line 4. 
Page 133, line 9. 
Page 134, line 21. 
Page 137, line 9. 
Page 145, line 10. 
Page 148, line 4. 
Page 149, line 23. 
Page 153, line 12. 
Page 215, line 20. 
Page 229, line 16. 
Page 231, line 20. 
Page 243, line 8. 
Page 246, line 19. 

Strike: "25" 
Insert: "24" 
(changing internal references to appropriately correspond to changes) 

12. Page 31, line 33 through page 36, line 32. 
Strike: Section 52 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 
(original language for board of oil and gas conservation) 

13. Page 49, lines 12 and 25. 
Page 50, line 16. 
Page 117, line 6. 
Page 119, line 6. 
Page 121, line 23. 
Page 129, line 23. 
Page 132, line 9. 
Page 133, line 11. 
Page 134, line 23. 
Page 137, line 14. 
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Page 139, line 7. 
Page 142, line 23. 
Page 144, line 25. 
Page 145, line 20. 
Page 148, lines 6 and 18. 
Page 149, line 27. 
Page 151, line 1. 
Page 153, line 29. 
Page 229, line 18. 
Page 232, line 7. 
Page 243, line 12. 
Page 246, line 22. 
Page 250, line 22. 

Strike: "24" 
Insert: "23" 
'(changing internal references to appropriately correspond to changes) 

14. Page 118, line 24. 
Following: "state lands" 
Strike: "environmental quality" 
Insert: "natural resource management" 
(correcting that slash and forest debris' regulated by DNRM not DEQ) 

(Numbers 15-28 deal with the joint jurisdiction of DEQ and DOC over the waste 
water treatment revolving fund) 
15. Page 123, line 32. 
Page 128, line 25. 
Following: "conservation" 
Insert: "and the department of commerce" 

16. Page 124, line 5. 
Strike: subsection (3) in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent subsections 

17. Page 124, line 19. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "and the department of commerce" 

18. Page 124, line 20. 
Following: "within" 
Strike: "to implement" 
Insert: ", within their respective authorities," 

\ ' 

19. Page 125, line 12. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "of commerce as recommended by the department" 
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20. P,age 125, line 17. 
Page 127, lines 2, 29, and 31. 
Page 128, lines 1, 7, 14, and 28. 
Page 129, line 7. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "of commerce" 

21. Page 125, line 22. 
Following: "shall" 
Insert: ", after consultation with the department of commerce," 

22. Page 125, line 34. 
Page 126, line 1 0 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "or the department of commerce" 

23. Page 126, line 18. 
Strike: "The" ' 

..JLltt'll(. r'fIl/Ur.AL 1ii:.~OUR:£S 

EXH::?IT NO,_ II --DML ex" 1''{---_2L 
B!U. tw~_, 2 31 

Insert: "After consultation with the department of commerce, the" 

24. Page 126, line 32. 
Following: "application" 
Insert: "by the department" 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "of commerce" 

25. Page 127, line 16. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "or the department of commerce" 

26. Page 127, line 17. 
Strike: "its" 
Insert: "their" 

27. Page 128, line 4. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "of commerce, with the concurrence of the department" 

28. Page 129, line 7. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: ",department," 

29. Page 132, line 31. 
Page 134, line 4. 
Page 146, line 2. 
Page 211, line 9. 
Following: "state lands" 
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Strike: "natural resource management" 
Insert: "environmental quality" 
(correcting that mining wastes under mining and reclamation are administered by 
DEQ) 

30. Page 152, line 10. 
Following: "de minimis" 
Strike: "minimal" 
Insert: "de minimis" 
(legal clean up - keep "de minimis" consistent with definition of "petroleum" and 
"petroleum products") 

31. Page 152, line 18. 
Following: "ground" 
Strike: ".!. 6f The term includes" 
Insert: "or" 
(clarifying definition to include above ground or underground pipes associated with 
tanks under 22(b) and 22(c) as a "petroleum storage tank" eligible for 
reimbursement) 

32. Page 173, line 9. 
Strike: "quality" 
Insert: "review" 
(board of environmental review instead of board of environmental quality) 

33. Page 187, lines 22 and 23. 
Strike: "commerce" on line 22 through "lan on line 23 
Insert: "natural resource management" 
(Montana rangeland resource program from DNRM to DOC) 

34. Page 261, lines 1 through 11. 
Strike: Section 406 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 
(settlement of disputes over water contracts repealed -- provides avenue of appeal 
where none existed before) 

35. Page 267, lines 31 and 32. 
Strike: "Any" on line 31 through "party." on line 32 
(leases for small scale hydroelectric power plants creates an appeal to district court 
that does not currently exist) 

36. Page 285, line 31 through page 286, Irne 21. 
Strike: Section 447 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 
(court order should not touch) 

37. Page 294, line 12. 
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Following: "alleging" 
Insert: "of environmental quality" 
(OED instead of DNRM) 

38. Page 294, line 19. 
Following: "sciences" 
Insert: "of environmental quality" 
(OEQ instead of ONRM) 

39. Page 303. 
Following: line 27 

1 rI \ , 

Insert: "Section 461. Section 85-2-514, MeA, is amended to read: 
_ "85-2-514. Inspection of wells. The department, the state bureau of mines 

and geology, or the department of health and environmental sciences quality may 
enter on the property of any appropriator where a well is situated, at any 
reasonable hour of the day, for the purpose of investigating any matters in 
connection with this part. "" 
Renumber: subsequent sections 
(inserting section of law to be corrected from OHES to DEQ) 

40. Page 320, line 5. 
Following: "department of" 
Strike: "natural" 
(energy conservation programs, changing DNRC to OEQ) 

41. Page 320, line 6. 
Strike: "resource management" 
Insert: "environmental quality" 
(energy conservation programs, changing DNRC to OEQ) 

42. Page 323, line 7. 
Strike: "natural resource management" 
Insert: "environmental quality" 
(priorities for impact grants, mining and reclamation correcting DNRM to DEQ) 

43. Page 328, line 6. 
Following: "85-1-202," 
Insert: "85-1-212," 
(settlement 0 ver water contracts, 2-15-3306) 

44. Page 328, lines 17 and 18. 
Strike: "24 and 25" 
Insert: "23 and 24" 
(codification) 
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Amendments to Senate Bill No. 234 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Senator Grosfield 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

1. Page 17, line 8. 
Following: "sciences." 

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 15, 1995 

fd-.. 

Inse"rt: "One member must have expertise or background as a county health officer 
or as a medical doctor." 
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lHll NO. 

Amendments to Senate Bill Ho. 234 ;J <P? :23; 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Sen. Keating \ 1 
For the committee on Natural Resources 

Prepared by Martha Colhoun 
February 6, 1995 

1. Title, line 14. 
strike: "2-15-3303," 

2. ~itle, line 15. 
strike: "2-18-103," 

3. Title, line 17. 
strike: "15-36-101," 

4. Title, page 2, line 18. 
strike: "82-11-117," 

5. Page 14, lines 19 through 30. 
strike: section 20 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 

6. Page 17, line 15 through page 18, line 7. 
strike: section 26 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 

7. Page 31, line 33 through page 36, line 32. 
strike: Section 52 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 

8. Page 250, lines 21 and 22. 
Following: "department of" 
strike: "environmental quality" "on line 21 through "[section 24]" 

on line 22 
Insert: "natural resource management provided for in 2-15-3301" 

9. Page 252, lines 5 through 20. 
strike: Section 396 in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 

10. Page 21, line 16. 
Page 49, line 10. 
Page 116, line 32. 
Page 121, line 15. 
Page 129, line 17. 
Page 132, line 4. 
Page 133, line 9. 
Page 134, line 21. 
Page 137, line 9. 
Page 145, line 10. 
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Page 148, line 4 . 
Page 149, line 23. 
Page 153, line 12. 
Page 215, line 20. 
Page 229, line 16. 
Page 231, line 20. 
Page 243, line 8 . 
Page 246, line 19. 

strike: "25" 
Insert: "24" 

11. Page 49, lines 12 and 25. 
Page 50, line 16. 
Page 117, line 6. 
Page 119, line 6. 
Page 121, line 23. 
Page 129, line 23. 
Page 132, line 9. 
Page 133, line 11. 
Page 134, line 23. 
Page 137, line 14. 
Page 139, line 7. 
Page 142, line 23. 
Page 144, line 25. 
Page 145, line 20. 
Page 148, lines 6 and 18. 
Page 149, line 27. 
Page 151, line 1. 
Page 153, line 29. 
Page 229, line 18. 
Page 232, line 7. 
Page 243, line 12. 
Page 246, line 22. 

strike: "24" 
Insert: "23" 

12. Page 328, lines 17 and 18. 
strike: "24 and 25 11 

Insert: "23 and 24" 

~GfjA\TE N,~TURAl RES0UPtCi:.S 
1\ !L~\l' }\9\ /' 1 
LJ,I! J\' ~\~h ..... ~_ .... 
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1. Page 5, line 18. 
Following: "only" 

Amendments to Senate Bill No. 234 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Senator Grosfield 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 9, 1995 

~\rE. __ d -- / ~:"'.!L£~ 

ttll t<~L 4:i?a ?-fco,._ 

( 
\'> 

Insert: ", as prescribed in 2-15-121, unless inconsistent with the provisions of Title 
85, chapter 2, part 7. A sufficient and appropriate staff must be assigned to 
serve the commission within the budget established by the legislature. The 
commission staff is a principal unit within the department, and the 
commission shall direct and assign the staff" 

2. Page 5, lines 19 through 21. 
Strike: "The" on line 19 through "legislature." 
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Amendments to senate Bill No. 234 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Sen. Brooke 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

Prepared by Martha Calhoun 
February 10, 1995 

1. Page 129, lines 16 and 17. 
Following: "afld" 
strike: "environmental" 
Following: "sciences" 
strike: "review" 
Insert: "public health" 
Following: "2 15 2104" 
.strike: "(section 25J" 
Insert: "2-15-2104" 

2. Page 129, lines 22 and 23. 
Following: "afld" 
strike: "environmental" 
Following: "sciences" 
strike: "quality" 
Insert: "public health" 
Following: "part 21" 
strike: "(section 24J" 
Insert: "2-15-2101" 
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Amendments to Senate Bill No. 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Department of Health and Environmental Sciences 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

Prepared by Martha Colhoun 
February 13, 1995 

1. Page 119, line 5. 
Following: "health and" 
strike: "environmental" 
Following: "sciences as" 
strike: "quality" 
Insert: "public health" 

'2. Page 119, line 6. 
strike: "[section 24)11 
Insert: "2-15-2101" 

3. Page 119, line 19. 
Page 120, line 34. 
Following: "health and" 
strike: "environmental" 
Following: "sciences" 
strike: "quality" 
Insert: "public health" 

4. Page 120, line 18. 
Following: "health and" 
strike: "environmental" 
Following: "sciences" 
strike: "review" 
Insert: "public health" 

5. Page 120, lines 23 and 24. 
Following: "health and" 
strike: "environmental" 
Following: "sciences" 
strike: "quality" 
Insert: "public health" 
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Requested by Sen. Weldon 
For the committee on Natural Resources 

Prepared by Martha Colhoun 
February 3, 1995 

1. Title, lines 11 and 12. 
strike: "TRANSFERRING" on line 11 through 

2. Title, page 2, lines 21 and 22. 

"." , on line 12 

strike: "85-1-601 11 on line 21 through 1185-1-631,11 on line 22 

3. Page 123, line 32. 
Page 127, line 17. 
Page 128, line 25. 
Following: II c onservation ll 

Insert: lI and the department of natural resource management II 

4. Page 124, line 5. 
Following: line 4 
strike: subsection (3) in its entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sUbsections 

5. Page 124, line 19. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: lI and the department of natural resource management II 

6. Page 125, line 12. 
Following: IIdepartment" 
Insert: "and the department of natural resource management as 

recommended by the department" 

7. Page 125, line 17. 
Page 127, lines 2, 29, and 31. 
Page i28, lines 1, 7, 14, and 28. 
Page 129, line 7. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: lIof natural resource management ll 

8. Page 125, line 22. 
Following: "shall ll 

Insert: II, after consultation with the department of natural 
resource management," 

9. Page 125, line 34. 
Page 126, line 10. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: lIor the department of natural resource management ll 

10. Page 126, line 18. 
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Following: "t:fte" 
strike: "The" 

(~'.!'IT 
............. tl-

DATE 

B!LL ND. 

rt\TU~Al RESQUC\~~S 

NO. ___ on J1Z_=~;c 
c9-- /"[~ 

Am :Jay 
Insert: "After consultation with the department of natural 

resource management, the" 

11. Page 126, line 32. 
Following: "application" 
Insert: "by the department" 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "of natural resource management" 

12. Page 127, line 17. 
Following: "their" 
strike: "its" 
Insert: "their" 

13. Page 128, line 4. 
Following: "department" 
Insert: "of natural resource management, with the concurrence of 

the department," 

14. Page 129, line 7. 
Following: "department," 
Insert: "department," 

15. Page 187, lines 22 and 23. 
strike: "commerce provided for in Title 2. chapter 15. part 18" 
Insert: "natural resource management provided for in 2-15-3301" 

16. Page 187, line 27. 
Following: "department" 
strike: "of natural" 
strike: "resource management" 

17. Page 268, line 32 through page 278, line 26. 
strike: Sections 424 through 440 in their entirety 
Renumber: subsequent sections 

18. Page 320, lines 14 and 15. 
Strike: "commerce" on line 14 through "18" on line 15 
Insert: "natural resource management provided for in 2-15-3301" 
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Amendments to Senate Bill No. 234 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by Sen. Brooke 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

1. Title, line 12. 
Following: n;n 

Prepared by Martha Colhoun 
February 15, 1995 

Insert: "ESTABLISHING A TRANSITION TEAM;n 

2. Page 328. 
Following: line 1 
Insert: " 

J 9 

NEW SECTION. section 510. Transition team. (1) In 
implementing the provisions of [sections 1 through 516), the 
,governor shall establish a transition team composed of the 
following members: 

(a) the directors of the departments of natural resources 
and conservation, state lands, and health and environmental 
sciences; 

(b) a representative of the governor's office; 
(c) a member of the environmental quality council; 
(d) a representative of industries regulated under the 

provisions of [sections 1 through 516]; 
(e) a representative of a conservation or environmental 

organization; 
(f) , a staff representative classified at grade 15 or below 

from each of the affected agencies; and 
(g) a staff member of the legislative auditor. 
(2) The transition team shall meet as often as necessary to 

plan and carry out the transition to implement the provisions of 
[sections 1 through 516]. The transition team shall consider and 
minimize: 

(a) costs of organizational and location changes; 
(b) dislocation and disruption of staff functions'that 

affect responsiveness to the public; 
(c) uncertainties created by anticipated personnel changes 

as they affect employee morale; and 
(d) changes that affect the timely processing of 

applications for permits, renewals, leases, or other approvals 
required under relevant statutes and rules administered by the 
affected departments. 

(3) The transition team shall report its progress at 
regularly scheduled meetings of a committee consisting of the 
environmental quality council and two members of the senate and 
two members of the house, appointed in the same manner as 
standing committees of the respective houses are appointed." 
Renumber: subsequent sections 
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Amendments to Senate Bill No. 234 cal NO~ ~;i 
First Reading Copy 

Requested by ''r~ 
For the Committee on Natural Resources 

Prepared by Todd Everts 
February 9, 1995 

1. Page 15, line 16. 
Strike: "public health" 
Insert: "natural resource management" 

, 2. Page 15, line 24. 
Page 50, line 15. 
Strike: "environmental quality" 
Insert: "natural resource management" 

3. Page 50, line 16. 
Strike: "[section 24]" 
Insert: "Title 2, chapter 15, part 33" 
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PLEASE LEAVE PREP ARED STATEMENT WITH COMMITTEE SECRETARY 
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DATE '>3 -/ ~ - L ~ 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON J(/ifT vel( f;lL 

BILLS BEING HEARD TODAY: 513- 3 L/~, 5 P 1;3 '-( 7/ 5/3 3 Y9 
S a ~ / B f3~ b) S ,L.? 3 9 ,I / S':l a<. - ) ':> II 

I 

< • > -PLEASE PRINT < • > • 
Check One 

Name Representing [;]oEI 
II 

tJ£in- ~l 
Ir-~+---------------~------------~----~--~~! 

PluM 

t../' I 

VISITOR REGISTER 

PLEASE~LEAVE' PREPARED-STATEMENT wrrH'COMMITTEE'SECRETARY--
. ~ "!.\...'?:".... . , ~. '.': • ' . , 

<.~; ::::;;7'~~' '" , . 
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DATE __________ _ 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON _____________ _ 

BILLS BEING HEARD TODAY: ___________ _ 

< • > PLEASE PRINT < • > 
Check One 

Name 

I 
Representing [~OD 

(Jo); LqrJ-r fwiJ ;J '5 / V 

\r~ ~~AJ VVt EI L.- 3Ct J _X 
fJ (I 

'. 

VISITOR REGISTER -

trpLEASE LEA VB- PREPARED STATEMENT WITH COMMITTEE SECRETARY 
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DATE -----------

SENATE COMMITTEE ON _______________ _ 

BILLS BEING HEARD TODAY: -----------------

< • > PLEASE .~PRINT < • > II 
'" 

Check One 

Name Representing l[;JoE 
Xl 

:s {..../" 

jD J~I L-

NfRC ~~q v 

NPRC ~B?;,44 ~ v 

fY)C/L 
53 '3<41..\ 
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VISITOR REGISTER 
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MONTANA SENATE 
1995 LEGISLATURE 

NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
ROLL CALL VOTE 

DATE ___ ~~~~)~S~-_9~5~_ NUMBER 

MOTION: 

I NAME 

VIVIAN BROOKE 

B.F. "CHRIS" CHRISTIAENS 

MACK COLE 

WILLIAM CRISMORE 

MIKE FOSTER 

TOM KEATING 

KEN MILLER 

JEFF WELDON 

BILL WILSON 

LARRY TVEIT, VICE CHAIRMAN 

LORENTS GROSFIELD, 

SEN:1995 
wp:rlclvote.man 
CS-11 

CHAIRMAN 

I AYE I NO I 
t--" 

v-" 

L./' 

L/' 

V 

.".,.--

v 

v 

V 

v 

V 



MONTANA SENATE 
1995 LEGISLATURE 

NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
ROLL CALL VOTE 

BILL NO. S 3 ~ ~ ~ 

F! h1 pJ.-HI ~~ 

NUMBER 

MOTION: 

I NAME 

VIVIAN BROOKE 

B.F. IICHRISII CHRISTIAENS 

MACK COLE 

WILLIAM CRISMORE 

MIKE FOSTER 

TOM KEATING 

KEN MILLER 

JEFF WELDON 

BILL WILSON 

LARRY TVEIT, VICE CHAIRMAN 

LORENTS GROSFIELD, 

SEN:1995 
wp:rlclvote.man 
CS-l1 

CHAIRMAN 

7-1 

I AYE I NO I 
v--

L.--

v--, 

..........-

~ 

vr-

l..-'I--

v-" 

~ 

L-"'" 

V 



MONTANA SENATE 
1995 LEGISLATURE 

NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
ROLL CALL VOTE 

DATE d -I c.). 9' ..; BILL NO. 5;3;s;3 'i NUMBER 3 ---'------

MOTION: /u BelolL gmkbc;J~e?zL 
/d: sf? () ~"3 yo(?, Om €., 

I NAME 

VIVIAN BROOKE 

B.F. "CHRIS" CHRISTIAENS 

MACK COLE 

WILLIJ..H CRISMORE 

MIKE FOSTER 

TOM KEATING 

KEN MILLER 

JEFF WELDON 

3ILL WILSON 

LA..'t(RY TVEIT, 'VICE 

LORENTS GROSFIELD, 

SEN:1995 
wp:rlclvote.man 

-CS-11 

CHAI~...A...~ 

CrL~IRMJl-'I{ 

I AYE I NO I 
>\ 

~ 

Y 
x 

\-'" 

Y 

V 

Y 

)( 

':< 



MONTANA SENATE 
1995 LEGISLATURE 

NATURAL RESOURCES COMMITTEE 
ROLL CALL VOTE 

,........ 
DATE .;)- 15~ qo BILL NO. 

--~--~~~-----
.:;: 8 -;;J.. n ._-/ NUMBER 

MOTION: 

I NAME 

VIVIAN BROOKE 

B.F. "CHRIS" CHRISTIAENS 

MACK COLE 

WILLIAM CRISMORE 

MIKE FOSTER 

TOz.i KEATING 

KEN MILLER 

JEFF WELDON 

BILL WILSON 

LARRY TVEIT, VICE CHAIRMAN 

LORENTS GROSFIELD, 

SEN:1995 
wp:rlclvote.man 
CS-11 

CHAIRMAN 

I AYE I NO I 
~ 

~ , 
~ 

L---

l....---

l.--""'" 

t.--" 

t--

v--

~ 

, 




